Database error on click on "mytiki home"

Status
 Closed

Subject
Database error on click on "mytiki home"

Version
1.9.x

Category
• Error
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Database independence (Non-Mysql, ADOdb Postgres, Oracle, etc)

Resolution status
Out of Date

Lastmod by
Kissaki

Rating
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Description
1.9.6 w/ postgresql 8.0.8.

Click on MyTiki Home.

Error is:

An error occurred in a database query!

Context:
File tiki-my_tiki.php
Url tiki-my_tiki.php
Query:
select distinct(p."pageName"), p."user" as lastEditor, p."creator", max(a."lastModif") as date from "tiki_actionlog" as a, "tiki_pages" as p where a."pageName"= p."pageName" and a."user"= ? group by p."pageName" asc order by "pageName" asc
Values:
0 andy
Message:
Error Message ERROR: syntax error at or near "asc" at character 219

Solution
Please upgrade to a recent version of tiki. If the problem persists, add a new tracker item.

Importance
7

Demonstrate Bug

Ticket ID
930

Created
Saturday 11 November, 2006 04:40:44 GMT-0000

LastModif
Saturday 08 August, 2009 19:23:55 GMT-0000

Comments

jarwyp 24 Apr 07 11:23 GMT-0000

Simple "solution" - didn't check if it is fully correct:
lib/wiki/wikilib.php ; function get_user_all_pages($user, $sort_mode)
change

$quer = "select distinct(p.`pageName`), p.`user` as lastEditor, p.`creator`, max(a.`lastModif`) as date from `tiki_ac"tionlog` as a, `tiki_pages` as p where a.`pageName`= p.`pageName` and a.`user`= ? group by p.`pageName` order by ".$this->convert_sortmode($sort_mode);

to:

$quer = "select distinct(p.`pageName`), p.`user` as lastEditor, p.`creator`, max(a.`lastModif`) as date from `tiki_ac"tionlog` as a, `tiki_pages` as p where a.`pageName`= p.`pageName` and a.`user`= ? group by p.`pageName`, p.`user`, p.`creator` order by ".$this->convert_sortmode($sort_mode);

this helps on tiki 1.9.6 and postgres 8.2.3

Beestje 10 Apr 09 13:02 GMT-0000

Tested on 1.9.11 and it works.
Beestje 10 Apr 09 14:26 GMT-0000

Disregard my test, it's tested on 1.9.11 and MySQL instead of PostgreSQL...
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